Voting Records S. B. 1
Alex Fanelli (Y)
Ally Swartzberg (-)
Amann Doolabh (Y)
Amber Adkins (Y)
Anne Winfrey (appointee)
Annie Brigham (appointee)
Atman Satpathy (not yet appointed)
Ava Liberty (not yet elected)
Braden Strackman (not yet elected)
Brooke Blair (Y)
Caleb Woody (appointee)
Cameron May (not yet elected)
Caroline Walker (Y)
Caroline Wright (Y)
Chandler Averette (Y)
Christian Ricci (appointee)
Cole Gibson (Y)
Cydney Meadows (appointee)
Dami Fakunle (appointee)
Dave Myatt (Y)
Di Wang (not yet elected)
Drew Skilton (not yet elected)
Elijah Nott (Y)
Gabriela de la Vega (not yet elected)
Hex Li (appointee)
Houston Booth (appointee)
Isaiah Little (not yet elected)
Jackie DeQuattro (not yet elected)
Jackson Blodgett (Y)
Jay Sherrill (Y)
Jenna Mayer (Y)
Liam DeStefano (Y)
Maria de Pilar Agudelo (not yet appointed)
Mariama Jallow (Y)
Matthew Mellwain (-)
Maya Dalton (Y)
Megan Waterson (not yet appointed)
Meredith Happy (Y)
Micah Porter (not yet elected)
Natalie Ellis (not yet elected)
Nick Briggs (not yet appointed)
Niko Battle (not yet elected)
Bella Sunthornppong (appointee)
Robbie Graf (not yet elected)
Rory Britt (Y)
Rue Cooper (appointee)
Sam Hanson (Y)
Sebastiano Tibolla (appointee)
Tal Feldman (not yet elected)
Tyler Myers (Y)
Vincent Melara (Y)